“The Psychology of Money – Turn Financial Stress into Abundance”: Part 2

Today, more people are financially concerned than ever before. Is it possible to...

- Manifest Abundance in This Economy?
- Feel Financially Secure with So Much Uncertainty?
- Gain Financial Freedom?

YES! Recent research shows how prosperity or poverty-based beliefs actually produce cellular changes in your brain and body. Whether positive or negative, these beliefs can manifest a self-fulfilling prophecy with your money and your life.

Discover what you can do now to transform your beliefs from poverty to prosperity and manifest abundance- even in this economy.

Transform Your Relationship with Money with Research-Proven Tools, such as...

- 1 Crucial Skill You Need to Win the Inner Game of Money
- 3 Steps to Quickly Reduce Money Stress and Worry
- 3 Ways to Enrich Your Lifestyle on Less Income

Can’t wait for lunch? Take the “Psychology of Money” quiz at www.psychologyofmoney.com and discover insights about your prosperity and poverty thinking.

Date: Wednesday, March 24, 2010

Time: 12pm – 1pm

Location:
Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior Building
(NPI Auditorium)
720 Westwood Plaza, Rm C8-183

Please RSVP by calling (310) 794-0245
Or email lenawu@chr.ucla.edu
Space is limited.

Guest Speaker
James Gottfurcht, Ph. D., is an internationally recognized clinical psychologist, money coach, and President of Psychology of Money Consultants in Brentwood. He is on the faculty of UCLA Extension and the College of Executive Coaching. He is a popular media guest who has appeared on Good Morning America, CNN, and the BBC and in Time, Newsweek, BusinessWeek, Forbes, etc. He specializes in challenges with relationships, stress, depression and money.